Oracy- “Being Herrick”

Aim:
Oracy is the ability to articulate ideas and develop more effective speakers and listeners and good
communicators. Oracy is empowerment. Oracy is an integral part of the Herrick Curriculum and is
developed daily through both core and foundation subjects

through “Being Herrick.”

Impact

Implementation

Intent

Objectives:
• planning identifies; ‘must know’ and ‘be able to’
• build on prior knowledge

What knowledge and understanding do we expect: Overview
• Develop pupils’ enjoyment and interest in effective communication
• Develop a knowledge and respect for different methods of interacting-pairs, triads,
role play, and debate
• Build on pupils’ curiosity for articulating their learning in a nurturing environment.
• Introduce pupils to the language and vocabulary at appropriate stages to further
develop oracy.
• Provide age-appropriate sentence stems and scaffolding to enable for language to
develop
• Teachers plan a knowledge organiser which integrates oracy into different subjects.
• Classroom talk is used skilfully to develop students’ thinking and understanding.
• Oracy can be taught both in isolation and is further developed through units and
topics which plan for progression and depth within and across year groups
• All children to have equal access to the oracy curriculum and its associated practical
activities.
• All stakeholders are responsible for ensuring that all children, irrespective of gender,
learning ability, physical disability, ethnicity and social circumstances, have access to
the whole curriculum and make the greatest possible progress.
• Where appropriate, work will be adapted to meet pupils’ needs and, if appropriate,
extra support given
• Where appropriate, pupils will experiment with various techniques.
• Gender differences will be reflected positively in the teaching materials used
Pupil achievement
• Children will practise knowledge that is pertinent to oracy with a real-life context.
• Children will be able to question ideas, challenge and reflect on knowledge
• Children will work collaboratively and practically to practise oracy skills.
• A wider variety of skills linked to oracy will continued to be further developed.
• A richer vocabulary that will enable to articulate their understanding of taught
concepts.
• High aspirations, which will see them through to further study, work and a successful
adult life.

Oracy Across the School
Oracy is practised across the curriculum and each subject policy mentions how oracy
is specifically developed and is an integral part of daily teaching and learning.
Teaching and Learning Policy
At Herrick, we believe oracy is an essential ingredient in preparing a child for life as a
21st century citizen.

At Herrick, we believe oracy has a key part to play in further developing and
enhancing self confidence, independence and social interaction.

The Teaching and
Learning Policy
emphasises the
importance of children
being able to answer key
questions about their
learning
•

Literacy Units-refer to the Literacy policy
•

Children are engaged in a range of different types of talk, varying the context
and audience.

•

Develop and build
vocabulary

•

Participate in
collaborative
conversations

•

Participate in
discussions,
presentations,
performances, role
play, improvisations
and debates

•

Speak audibly and
fluently with an
increasing
command of
Standard English

Reading-refer to the Reading Policy
In each unit, specific skills further develop oracy and the Think Aloud strategy helps
children orally clarify their understanding.

Mathematics-refer to policy
“A glossary of words linked to the unit, which you and the children are going to be
using and expect to hear and see written in their responses.” Maths Policy

Foundation Subjects-Refer to policy
•

Develop and build vocabulary

•

Participate in collaborative
conversations

•

Articulate and justify their answers

•

Participate in discussions,
presentations, performances, role
play, improvisations and debates

•

Speak audibly and fluently with an
increasing command of Standard
English

•

Give well-structured descriptions,
explanations and narratives for
different purposes

Foundation Subjects- Key Vocabulary is specifically taught and assessed for each
topic in every subject.

“Being Herrick”
Children are encouraged daily to articulate their thoughts and ideas. Isolated lessons
may be taught specifically at the beginning of the year and as and when required to
secure standard “Herrick” words/phrases that further develop children's spoken
language.
Children need to know the name of all members:

Mr/Miss/Mrs ………
At Herrick, we say ‘Yes’ not ‘Yeah’
We always say, ‘Please may I go to the toilet.’
Lunchtime Register-‘Green/Yellow/Red please’
‘Please’
‘Thank you’
‘Switch off the lights’
Collaborative Work is an integral part of daily lessons
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Partner talk
Group discussion
Problem solving
Debate
Role play
Drama
Presentations

Different Roles
• Clarifier
• Builder
• Summarisers
• Prober
• Challenger

As students move through school, the curriculum provides new challenges and
opportunities for oracy which build on previous learning. Below are standard

sentence stems provided for different lessons-selected stems for KS1
Tips for talking and listening
Eye contact with speaker and audience
Body language to listen or present
Good volume and clarity of voice
Vary your speed and tone
Emphasis certain words
Use hands and facial expressions
Wait and take turns to speak
Only one to person speak at a time
Opening Statement
In my view….
My opinion is…
I am sure that…
I believe that…
I think that….
It seems quite clear that….

Building/Agreeing
I agree with because…
I like what you say because…
The reason I agree with…
In addition to….
Thinking more about this….
Building on what…………..said…..

Summarise
Bringing this to its conclusion….
To summarise…
Ultimately….

Challenge
I would like to challenge this
because….
My own view is different
because…
I disagree with …because

Clarifying
What do you mean by…?
Am I right in understanding….?
Can you explain a little bit more?
What I heard you say…….

Probing
Please tell me a little more…
Can you repeat that again please?
What has led you to think this?
Can you give me an example?
Why do you think that….?

Reasoning
I solved the problem by….
The strategy I used was..
I discovered that..
I noticed that….
First….next...then…after

Questions for my partner
How did you work out your
answer?
Why did you choose to……?
Can you prove your answer is
right?

Self and Peer Assessment
On a weekly basis, children record themselves explaining, clarifying or reasoning on
the classroom ipads. This can be done for any session/s or subject/s and is used as
tool for self-regulation by the individual or peers to watch, assess and provide
feedback where appropriate.
Examples of what can be recorded:

Orally Rehearsing a piece of writing
Performance Poetry
Explaining your reasoning in Maths
Justifying a deep question
Giving your opinion and providing evidence
Group work-Clarifying & Questioning
Think Aloud Task

•
•
•
•
•

By the end of term, each child should have at least 3 individual recordings to
use for reflection and improvement.
Teachers act upon areas of development through oral feedback and
modelling.
Teachers should model appropriate language and use role models in class as
good examples.
At the end of term 2 & 3, progress in oracy should be evident.
All recordings are saved centrally.

Oracy is celebrated in weekly class assemblies, faith assemblies, Singing Assemblies
and School Productions as and when possible.

